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Dale R . Eggen

BEST WISHES FOR THIS NEW YEAR!

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN LIECHTENSTEIN?

The society is going to attempt to establish a Liechtenstein
Study Group . If you are interested in helping organize this group
or if you are just interested in being a member, please contact
me at P08 75849, Washington DC 20013.

The intend would be to have a quarterly newsletter and it would
be funded by the society . However, a small fee may be charged
to those who join but do not contribute time and effort to the
group, i .e . a fee for those who only want to subscribe to the
newsletter .

	THE SOCIETY IS IN THE PROCESS OF JOINING THE
UNION OF SWISS PHILATELIC SOCIETIES

With the society's aim of helping to bring together philatelists
with like interests and to improve philatelic communications

with the countries we collect, our society is in the process of
joining the Union of Swiss Philatelic Societies . Ralph Soderberg

has made the arrangements and will be our official representative
to them . See his article on page 35 of this issue and contact him
concerning any questions and interests you may have.

STILL NO VOLUNTEER FOR ADVERTISING MANAGER FOR TELL

This would be an excellent way for one of our members to get
acquainted with quite a number of Swiss and Liechtenstein phila-
telic dealers and make a significant contribution to our society's
revenue . We are also lagging far behind in support from US dealers.

INTERESTED IN AN ELECTIVE OR APPOINTIVE OFFICE
FOR THE 1985/1986 TERM ?

Please contact me by letting the society know of your interests
and what you feel you could accomplish for the society in the
position you are interested . For elective positions, the society
must hear from you before the end of March 1984 . If you have a
real interest, please do not procrastinate .
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Ta l k
to
me

Two changes took place : One, we got a new publisher for 1111,

and second, I got a new typewriter and the readability of
this journal should improve . Welcome to the slake brigade, is,

T We have three Zumstein 84 catalogs left at 57 each.

For speedy delivery will those who might he interesteddirect
their request to Felix Ganz in Chicago.

¶ Cover : I think there is no prettier way than to salute
the New Year 84 with a "Zürich 4" on our cover . Take a good
look at this beautiful miniature masterpiece of design and

print execution . Its creators surely had their heart into it . If only some
of today's issues could show a bit more soul like Switzerland ' s first stamp
and veteran of 140+ years we would be in good shape.

¶ Naba Züri 1984 : This is the big event for Helvetia collectors, 50
years exact following the most memorable Naba34 and its no-less famous
souvenir sheet . So far, I know of at least three AHPS members (and 1 would
assume there will be at least three more of our overseas members) that will
exhibit in Zürich, i .e . Harlan Stone, Ed Walton, and Ralph Soderberg, who
was invited and will show in the Honor Court . The big event takes place from
June 22 to July 1, 1984 . I am curious as to how many of you plan to attend
this exhibition, mainly to establish if the numbers would justify chartering
a jumbo jet or whether we would rather fit in a row boat . Please drop me a
card if you are about 757 positive that you will make it across the Atlantic
around late June of this year.

¶ Page 27 marks the debut of another long article series about meter
(franco) cancellations . It ' s a subject normally quite ignored by the vast
majority of philatelist (the same people who otherwise collect all kinds of
other assorted stuff like selvage, gum, labels, wrappers and what have you).
Yet, meters are firmly entrenched by now and are here to stay with us for
a long time to come . It is estimated that 50% of all US mail already moves
thru meters and in Switzerland the number is thought to be around 33% . In
order to give you a good feeling I ' ll lead you first thru the chronology of
the worldwide development and then follow later with a detailed Swiss evo-

lution . All material was furnished by the leading Swiss authority in
these matters : Heiner Dürst . Heiner has researched and compiled material in

this field for uncounted years, some of his earlier collections are to be
found today in European postal museums and he has published the only Swiss
catalog that ' s available in this domain . Should I stumble over some terms

in the course of my translation I expect specialists among you to step for-
ward and point me in the right direction . It ' s a fascinating field, don ' t
sneer at it, get with it.

¶ Our Sales Circuits are off to a very slow start . Among some sloppy
communication the main reason for the delay stems from the fact that the

former manager has yet to turn over the material to the new man in charge.
¶ When I conducted the survey someone asked that we publish the Swiss

postal tariffs . I forgot all along, but the best way this has been presented
can be found in Zumstein ' s latest (82) Spezialcatalog, pages 27-37 . It covers

the period of March 1, 1843 thru January 1, 1976.
¶ The B65 with an inverted under-color, see TELL Nov . 83, page 318,

sold for sFr . 3300 + 15% . Also, the 20c Landscape (*) with original die 1,

described under item 2, page 359, TELL Dec . 1983, was left unsold.

¶ The West Suburban Stamp Club will hold its annual stamp show on
April 28-29, in Plymouth, Michigan . Last year's Grand Award winner, as you

may remember, was Ralph Soderberg, and they are hoping that a few more
Swiss exhibitors will participate . Again, this year's winner will he eligible

to enter the Champion of Champions competition of the APS at the Stampshow

' 84 in Dallas, Texas, in August . Interested parties please ask for the

prospectus from Harry C . Winter, Exhibit Chairman, WSSC, POB 645, Plymouth,

MI 48179 . 	 HR



THE EUROPA 	 ISSUES
By Richard T. Hall

In the recent Topical Issue of "Stamp Collecting," Ernie Kehr remarked that

the Europa issues are the sole regular participation in omnibus issues by

Switzerland. On May 2, Switzerland will issue its 1984 contribution to these

annual CEPT Europa issues . A common motif will again adorn this year all the

sets, that in celebration of the first 25 years . In this column I want to

explore the Swiss way of participating in these issues.

Europa issues began in 1956 in Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Luxem-

bourg, and The Netherlands--the so-called "Coal and Steel Community" . Each

of these countries' issues had a common design . In 1957, each of these states

issued a stamp or set of stamps with the idea of a united Europe but each

with a different design . That year Switzerland joined in the Europa group

with the issuance of two values with identical design, showing a strong rope

composed of many intertwined strands, symbolic of the idea of European unity

and cooperation . These 1957 stamps (Sc 363-4) were designed by Werner Weis-

könig, a St . Gallen artist . There were 25 .530 million of the 25c value and

25 .376 million of the 40c value issued.

In 1958 Switzerland did not join with the other six nations inissuing

a Europa stamp. But in 1959 Switzerland began an unbroken string of issues

commemorating European unity and the European postal union.

The common design used in 1959 by the six European nations shows a 6-

link endless chain . Switzerland modified this design by showing an endless

chain as well but with eight links, four squares and four circles . These

stamps (Sc 374-5) were designed by Hans Schwarzenbach of Bern . There were

36 .182 million of the 30c value and 39 .907 million of the 50c value issued.

Two events occurred in 1959 in Switzerland which were to have far-

reaching consequences on future Europa issues . Between January 24 and 31,

1959, a preparatory commission of the Conference Europeenne des PTT (CEPT)

met in St . Moritz to formulate arrangements for a full organizational meeting

to be held later that year in Montreux.

While no special stamps were issued for this

meeting a special cancellation was used in

St. Moritz (Figure 1).

Between June 22 and July 2, 1959, the

constitutive meeting of the CEPT was held in

Montreux . To honor this noteworthy event in

the history of European unity, the endless
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chain Europa issue was overprinted with the words "Reunion des PTT d'Europe

1959" . These stamps were valid only during the duration of the meeting, i .e.

eleven days! There were 658,940 of the 30c value and 656,716 of the 50c value

issued . A cover with the

special meeting cancel

used at the special post

office in the Palace

Hotel is shown in Figure 2.

These two stamps are the

forerunners of the sub-

sequent years' Europa

stamps.

One decision that

was made at the Montreux

CEPT meeting was that Eu-

ropa stamps should be is-

sued annually by all par-

ticipating countries with a common design to express the idea of cooperation

between European postal administrations . Designs for such stamps were solicited,

resulting in 24 layouts from artists in 14 nations . The design chosen for the

1960 issue was that of P . Rahikainen of Finland--a 19-spoke wheel symbolizing

the 19 founding postal administrations of the CEPT . A11, except one of these

states, issued stamps by using this design, suitably modified to meet indivi-

dual printing and format requirements . In Switzerland, Hans Thöni of Bern

modified the Finnish design for the Swiss stamps.

Between 1961 and 1973 Switzerland adapted common CEPT designs for its

annual Europa issues . Only the 1968 issue is an original Swiss design . The

1968 key design of Hans Schwarzenbach of Bern symbolizes the opening. of the

door to a unified Europe . The 20c Swiss stamp (Sc 488) was issued in a quan-

tity of 35 .245 million.

Beginning with 1974 the CEPT expanded its idea of a common design to that

of a common theme . This allowed for much more latitude and creativity by the

member countries in interpreting an idea . Beginning with the 1974 issues we

see the Swiss approach to the years' themes . The 1974 project was "Sculpture

by Native Artists" . The Swiss chose two sculptures by Swiss artists to inter-

pret the CEPT suggestion . The 30c stamp (Sc 594) shows a work by the artist

Max Bill . Bill was born on December 22, 1908, in Winterthur and he himself

designed the stamp bearing a reproduction of his creation . The object, called

"Continuity", was created in 1947 and displayed on the grounds of theZÜKA

(Zürich Kantonal Ausstellung) exhibition in Zürich from late August to mid-

October of 1947 . The work was destroyed by vandals but established Bill's
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worldwide fame and reputation . There were 3o .379 million of this 30c value

issued . The 40c value (Sc 595) shows a sculpture by the Swiss sculptor Carl

Burckhardt . Burckhardt was born on January 13, 1878, in Lindau . The sculpture

shown is the work "Amazone" and dates from 1923, the year of Burckhardt's

death . It stands today on the Mittlere Rheinbrücke (Middle Rhine Bridge) in

Basel . There were 5 .989 million of this value issued . Max Bill also designed

this value . These two stamps are shown in Figure 3.

In 1975 the CEPT suggestion was for non-abstract paintings by native

artists . Switzerland responded with three stamps (Sc 603-5) showing the three

primary non-abstract design types, i .e . landscape, still life, and figure.

The 30c value is a landscape by Ferdinand Hodler called "Der Mönch" and pain-

ted in 1914 . Hodler was born on March 14, 1853, in Gurzelen and died on may

20, 1918, in Geneva . The "Mönch" is a neighboring peak to the more famous

"Eiger" . The painting hangs in the Kunstmuseum in Olten.

The 50c value shows a still life by Rene Auberjonois called "Still Life

with Guitar ." He was born on August 18, 1872 in Montagny-près-Yverdon, and

died on October 11, 1957, in Lausanne . The painting also hangs in the Kunst-

museum in Olten.

The 60c value shows a figure painting by Maurice Barraud, "L'Effeuil-

leuse ." Barraud was born and died in Geneva on February 20, 1889, and Novem-

ber 11, 1954, respectively . The painting is privately owned. There were

19 .234 million of the 30c, 10 .019 million of the 50c, and 10 .129 million of

the 60c value issued . The stamps were designed by Heinrich Kümpel of Zürich.

In 1976 the CEPT suggested local arts and crafts for the annual Europa

issue . Here Switzerland responded with designs representing its two most

famous handicrafts--embroidery and watchmaking . The 40c value (Sc 614) shows

some cotton embroidery in gold thread on tulle from St . Gallen . The 80c value

(Sc 615) shows a

late-18th century

pocket watch which

is on display in the

Watch and Clock Mu-

seum in Le Locle.

This value has two

interesting printing

varieties to look out

for . There is a red

dot to the left of

the numeral 5 on the

watch and a red dot

at the top of the 0
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of the numeral of value . There were 32 .961 million of the 40c value and 8 .296

million of the 80c value issued . The two stamps were designed by Hans

Hartmann of Köniz and engraved by Max Müller of Bern.

In 1977 the CEPT call was for landscapes . The Swiss issued two stamps

(Sc .#627-8) showing landscapes from opposite ends of the country . The 40c

value, designed by Klaus Oberli of Bern and engraved by Max Müller, also of

Bern, shows the village of St .Ursanne on the River Doubs in the Jura mountains.

The 80c value, designed and engraved by Karl Bickel Jr . of Wallenstadt,

shows the village of Sils-Baselgia on the River Inn in the Upper Engadine.

The K-cancels of these two villages show similar views of the villages (Figu-

re 4) . The quantities issued for each value were 29 .397 million for the 40c

value and 8 .370 million for the 80c value.

In 1978 the theme was historic buildings . The 40c value (Sc .#657) shows

the Stockalper Palace in Brig . This building is one of the largest mansions in

Switzerland and was built between 1658 and 1678 for a local merchant, Kaspar

Jodok Stockalper . The city of Brig prospered from the French-Italian trade

over the Simplon Pass . The K-cancel of Brig

also shows the Palace (Figure 5).

The 80c value shows the Old Diet Hall

in Bern . The building was erected in 1730

and first served as an assembly hall for the

sons of Bern's ruling families to train them

for future office . After the Helvetic Re-

public of 1798, the hall was used by the

Swiss Diet until 1848 and the Council of States until around 1858 . In 1874 the

Universal Postal Union was founded in this building . Until recently the build-

ing had been a department store but in the past year or so, the Swiss PTT

bought the building and restored it . It now serves as the sales office of the

Philatelic Agency of the Swiss PTT . The two stamps were designed by Klaus

Oberli and engraved by Max Müller, both of Bern.

In 1979 the CEPT theme was postal administration history . The Swiss is-

sued two stamps on this subject (Sc .#675-6) . The 40c value shows a mail box

from the city of Basel that has been in use since 1845 . Located at the Spa-

lentor city gate (see the 50c value of the Architecture series of 1960, Sc.

390), the mail box shows the Basel Dove symbol of the can-

tonal postal service.

The 80c value shows an item of postal administration

history from the other end of the spectrum . This is a

microwave relay station atop the Jungfraujoch at 12,150 '

above sea level . This relay station formed part of the

north-south link for the first Eurovision broadcast in
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1954 . Like the 1978 set, the two stamps were

designed by Klaus Oberli and engraved by Max

Müller . (Figure 6).

In 1980 the theme was famous people.

Switzerland selected two of its sons who were

associated with communications (Sc .#685-6).

The 40c value shows Johann Konrad Kern who

was born in Berlingen on June 11, 1808, and died in Zürich on April 14, 1888.

Kern is probably best remembered in Switzerland as the founder of the Federal

Institute of Technology in Zürich and the Federal Supreme Court . After serv-

ing in the Federal Parliament, he was the ambassador to France from 1856 to

1883. As ambassador, he played a prominent role in organizing the Interna-

tional Telegraph Conference and the Universal Postal Congress of Paris . This

latter was the forerunner of the Universal Postal Union.

The 80c value bears the likeness of Gustav Adolph Hasler who was born on

March 25, 1830, in Aarau and died in Bern on January 5, 1900 . After travel-

ling abroad as a young man where he learned of the Morse telegraph, he

entered the Federal Telegraph Workshop in Bern. He became head of the Workshop in

1860 . In 1865 the business was transferred to private ownership which Hasler

first ran with a partner and then as the sole proprietor . The firm is still

in business to this day, dealing in communications equipment . The two stamps

were designed and engraved by Pierre Schopfer of La Chaux.

In 1981 the CEPT theme was folklore which the Swiss chose to interpret

by illustrating two folk activities . The 40c value shows two folk dancers . The

80c value shows an alpine herdsman putting the "Unspunnen" stone, a feature

of the traditional alpine games . These stamps were designed by Walter Haetten-

schweiler of Zug.

The 1982 theme is historical events which the Swiss interpreted with

designs illustrating the foundation of the Swiss Confederation in 1291 . Since

these stamps were just described in Stamp Collector, I won't repeat the de-

tails here.

But with the 1982 set we've come to the present . The 25 years of Swiss

Europa stamps make a nice collection of stamps which, with appropriate col-

lateral material such as covers and related cancellations, should make a nice

exhibit.

The article above appeared first in the Alpine Album, a regular column
written by Richard Hall for the Stamp Collector Magazine . It's reprinted
here with the publisher's permission .
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By Felix Ganz

READ 1
ELSE

WHERE ,

Starting in the next TELL issue, articles of importance pub-
lished in Swiss philatelic papers, or papers dealing with
Swiss philately, will be listed . Today we are making a start
with the contents of the twelve issues of our British sister
society ' s monthly bulletin, the Helvetia Newsletter . ,

New issues are treated in 1/83, p.1-2 ; 4/83, p .25-27 ; 7/83,
p .49-50 ; and 11/83, p .81-82;

Shows and such are reported on in 1/83, p .3: Belgica; 3/83,
p.22: Stampex ; 5/83, p.33: Swiss Natl. Museum, Zürich.
Michael Rutherfoord ' s column "Did You Know" can be found

in practically every issue and provides a lot of in-
sight into the Swiss PTT ' s little problems and such;

Michael Rutherfoord also continues his Swiss cancel study
in 1/83, p.5-6 under "Identification Numbers and
Letters on Swiss Date Stamps, " part III, treating
the current "zip" type cds ; 2/83, part IV, p.13-14.

D.M .Slate discusses "Swiss Trial Prints" in 2/83,p .9-11;
3/83, p.17-19; 4/83, p.29-30; 5/83, p.35-36; 6/83,p .43-4;

Michael Rutherfoord also authored "Errors on Swiss Stamps"
5/83, p.37-38

Brian Renshaw checks "Swiss Ice Hockey PostalRates",VI/
83,p.41-42 ; 7/83, p.53-54.

A .S .Newall reports on "Some Data and Statistics about
BundesfeierCards, 7/83, p .51.

Laurence Moore contributes "The'Cross and Figure '
Issues

1882-1906," 8/83,p .57-59 ; 9/83,p .67-68 ;10/83,p .77-
78 ; 11183, p.85.

E .J .Rawnsley recalls Campione in "A Short-lived ssue,"
8/83, p .61-62;

also by this author: "Travel 	 in the Good Old Days", 9/83,65.
The late Christopher Rauch's study on "TheAccountancy

rks of the Bureaux d 'Echange" begins in 10/83,p.
7175 ; 11/83,p .83-84;

	

and is continuing.
Shorter entries deal with society meetings, postal sta-
tionery, and a variety of info . on new cancels, etc .
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STEHENDE HELVETIA
AN AUTHORIZED TRANSLATION

	

PART I -- INSTALLMENT 9

4 . RAW MATERIALS

4 .1 The Paper

Grades of paper

From 1882 to 1907 the "Stehende Helvetia" issue was printed on white paper,
manufactured by the Paper Company An der Sihl in Zürich . A somewhat toothy

paper was chosen, with as little calendering possible in order to enhance
the details of the engraving.

The so-called granite paper which came to use toward the end of the
duration of this issue was, of course, basically a white paper as well.
Blue and red textile fibers were added to the paper pulp prior to the for-
ming of the sheet.

Creases

These were caused accidentally during the printing of the stamps and are
to be attributed to the characteristics of the paper . The paper had to be

dampened before the actual printing process and as a consequence lost some
of its natural rigidity . Oftentimes this resulted in creases and folds
which were unable to take on ink internally during the printing . When such
a fold (or crease) is pulled open a more or less wide white line becomes
visible . The wider these folds the more spectacular and rare they are.

Thin areas in the paper

Light lines appear on the face of the stamp, generally bordered by dark
areas . These lighter lines are to be attributed to thinner areas of the
paper originating during the manufacturing of the paper . This variety is
found almost exclusively in the granite paper series.

Toned paper

If the printing plate was not cleaned thoroughly, ink of various amounts
could remain and in the process toning slightly the entire image, i .e.
the paper was not pure white anymore (left picture, see following page).

Paper density

Because of the paper making methods in use at that time, some areas of
the paper were at times denser than others . Such a case has been made
visible in the following picture (above right) by photographing the stamp
against a lighted surface . (Not listed among the varieties .)

4 .2 The colors and their hues

The multiple hues of color which are so fascinating to the collector today,
are due in part as a result of the long life of the "Stehende Helvetia"

(25 years) issue and also because of the shortcomings in the manufacturing
process of inks, the manual printing procedures, and the uneven applica-
tion of the printing inks in the presses .

p .39

p.40



The definition of colors, especially in philately, depends largely on
individual subjective impressions and human perceptions . A different

definition is often the result of the various light sources available, such
as daylight, artificial light, etc ., or of an evaluator ' s fatigue . Sub-
jective influences, such as the desire to have the rarer of two hues, play
a big part also. In addition, one should not forget the possible changes
in a stamp ' s color due to physical influences, such as for example, expo-
sure to sunlight, chemical changes resulting from the gum, inappropriate
storage and, last but not least, the interference of forgers in the case
of expensive values.

Today the graphic arts industry and the laboratories have sophisticated
instruments at their disposal to measure colors and ink and their respective
compositions . As a rule, such aids are not available to the collector, and
he or she has to depend solely on their own comparisons.

What is "color "? The color of an object in general, and that of a stamp
in particular, depends on which and how many components of the light spectrum
it absorbs and reflects . Bodies which absorb all the light they receive are
called "black" and bodies which reflect all the light are called "white " .
These two shades are called "non-colors " , all shades inbetween are referred

to as "gray-tones " . The primary colors, i .e. colors not obtainable by mixing ,

have been defined as : yellow, red, and blue* . With two of each of these pri-
mary colors so-called secondary colors can be mixed:

yellow + red = orange, blue + yellow = green, red + blue = violet.

The complimentary color of orange is blue ; of green it is red ; and of violet

it is yellow . The printing of a transparent secondary color over its compli-
mentary under color will result in a dark-gray (blackish) tone.

p.41 Tertiary colors or color mixtures such as green-blue, brown-red, etc .,
can be composed by using different proportions of the three primary colors,
a secondary color and black . A clear color definition is only possible when
the reference to primary colors is expressed in percentages.

The stamp collector often tends to classify his or her stamps in the
higher-priced categories when a difference in hue means a large difference
in price . Suggestions for the nomenclature and classification of colors can
be found in all philatelic publications . The following nomenclature for the
intensity scale of colors was selected for this volume : faded, light, middle,

dark, deep, blackish, black (green, blue, etc .).

Varieties as a result of ink composition

There are essentially two categories of varieties which can be traced back
to improper composition of the printing inks:

The translucent print : The print shows through on the reverse side of

the stamp in a rose shade . This is found especially in the values 66Dc, 68Eb,

7lAd, and 72Ea.
The so-called oily print : The stamp appears very oily on the front and

the reverse . The majority of this variety is found on the values 88A, and 90A.

A6 translucent print

	

A8 oily print

(picture of stamp)

	

(picture of stamp)

Neither variety should be confused with offsets.

The "blurred" print : In contrast to the above mentioned varieties the so-
called blurred print is to be attributed to the application of too much ink

*Editorial note :  This and the following bits and pieces of a color theory, first outlined byMoses
Harris in 1776, are slightly antiquated . In the name of continuing education and enlightment

let ' s correct at least the main ingredients for once : The primary colors (in subtractive color
mixing) are yellow, magenta, and cyan, while in additive mixing they are green, red, and blue.
Sounds like hairsplitting? No, it's very basic to today ' s color reproduction techniques of

which stamp printing is part of (although most of the time not tied to process colors alone .)

12



during the printing process . Improper composition of the ink mixture, as well
as chemical changes, are also causes of this variety.

A23 blurred print (picture)

	

A23 uneven ink distribution (picture)

Two additional examples are shown in this category (A23) :

	

p . 4 2

(picture of stamp)

	

(picture of stamp)

Vertical lines sharply drawn in

	

Uneven print . The horizontal

the oval, horizontal lines blurred,

	

lines look streaked.

Paper moved in vertical direction
during printing.

Small picture (large picture)

	

(large picture) small picture

4 .2 .1 . Hues of colors and types of printing

The assignment of the various stamps to the individual issues and color hues
has been done systematically . Here too, it makes little sense to start unless
a clear classification to a certain catalog number is possible . Oftentimes it
is necessary to have extensive stock on hand for comparison purposes . It is
not always easy, for example, to classify a 74Ea (it is very rare) with too few
possibilities for comparison . Incidentally, the varieties and retouches are in

the same boat : the most expensive ones are generally also the rarest ones.
The great multiplicity of retouches, varieties, and plate flaws can be

attributed to the long life span of the "Stehende Helvetia" of over 25 years,
and to the rather imperfect printing techniques . Strictly speaking, in compar-

ison with one another, every stamp is afflicted with differences of varying
degree . If one were to classify the hues too narrowly one would risk the ex-

treme of having to classify a separate hue for each copy . The following tables
of hues will therefore only combine the values in families of color . After

that it is left to the judgement of each philatelist to attempt an even nar-
rower classification.

Interesting results are obtained when available values of the same issue
are laid next to each other according to the dates of their cancellations.

This in itself already facilitates a rough classification of the stamps into
the various printings.

Overly creative designations of the hues have been avoided on purpose in
these tables (they can be found with the chapters of the individual values).
Terms like "chocolate-brown " , "grass-green " , etc . have not been chosen as
they would lead to big misinterpretations and would not make at all the life
of the philatelist easier . As a result, the "light-brown " of 88Ac (30 c .)
does not exactly match the "light-brown " of 100Bb (3 Fr .) . This may be

unfortunate but represents certainly a safer approach than a too unwieldy hue
description . Because of this decision the past designations

66Aa light-orange
66Ab orange
66Ac light yellowish-orange
66Ad yellowish orange
66Ae yellow-orange
etc.

were changed into

66Aa light-orange orange
66Ab light yellowish orange, yellowish orange, yellow-orange.

This second solution is surely simpler and more to the point . It is not really

necessary to increase the multiplicity of numbers and designations of hues .

p .43
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In reality there are many inbetween hues where even the expert often has trouble
assigning a classification . It is up to the collector to carry out the clas-

sification of his or her stamps within the color group.
Special differentiation of hues was made only in the case of rare, ex-

pensive stamps when it was absolutely necessary, as for example the 71E, 96B,
68B, 92A, etc . However, differences which are the result of changes in print-

ing,--such as changing from handpress to mechanical high-speed printing, or
original plate I to original plate II,--the stamps are indicated differently

for their hues . This was done for the "common " stamps like 72D to 72Db and 68Ea

to 68Eb, as well as the rare values like 99Ba to 99Bb.
It is possible to find stamps with relatively different hues on the same

sheet . This may have been caused by uneven ink distribution on the printing

p .44 plate, or by the variations in depth of the engraving of one figure or the

other . The plate IIa of the 1 Fr . value presents a typical example. On this

plate one can observe pairs of stamps in very specific field positions where
one would represent the " lighter" example and where the one next to it must

be given the designation "darker" . Therefore, one must be careful not to
assess too big price differences to these various hues unless they can clearly
be identified as being rare and different from the " ordinary" color nuances.
Use as an example the values 71Ad, 68Ea, 74Ea, etc.

In some cases there are stamps with extremely dense distribution of ink.
These are mostly varieties and not color nuances . These varieties are assigned
to the terms "too little ink " , "flat ink distribution " , "oily print " , etc . It
was decided not to include these values in the tables of the color hues, again

so as not to increase the multiplicity of classifications unduly . Instead, they .
are included in the tables on varieties.

4.3 The gum and its application

The gum which was used during the printing period of the "Stehende Helvetia"
consisted of gum arabic and dextrine . The latter substance was necessary to
prevent shrinking when the gum dried . That would have resulted in a curling
of the sheets, causing additional problems during the subsequent finishing
operations.

The gum was applied to the sheet after the stamp was printed . Until 1896
this operation was performed manually . After that a more suitable gumming
machine was used . The mechanical application resulted in a much thinner layer
of gum and was more economical and faster . During the 25-year period of the
"Stehende Helvetia " various combinations of materials must have been used.
During the earlier years specially, differences in thickness of gum was a
result of the manual process . Yet, stamps are found even during this period
with a very even distribution of gum, which might point to the later years.
During the printing period of 1906-1907 there are stamps where the gum shows
up in vertical lines and of irregular thickness as, for example, the series
86A and 92A etc . One is tempted to doubt the genuineness of these stamps
with this kind of gum . And yet, in this case the gum is from the original period.

Aging is the reason for brittle looking gum with cracks, an alarming
situation as it concerns the preservation of the stamp . It is a known fact
that the Swiss Postal Museum has removed the gum on many of its old stamps

to avoid having them destroyed in coming years through
aging .

In summary, it might be noted that the different
types of gum and processes of applying them to the stamps
often create problems in expertizing them . Actually, a
systematic study would constitute a philatelic work yet
to be undertaken .

(To be continued .)

An oily print from the collection of RS.
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TlDBlTS
For the first time in over 60 years

forged stamps of a current issue have

appeared on mail in Switzerland . Spe-
cifically, the 40c (5638) of the folk

customs series has been found repro-

duced in offset . Since the forgeries
do not contain a luminous substance it

would be rather tough to pass them thru

major postoffices, as sorting machines
would go bonkers quickly . Two ways to
spot them : flatness of "surface feel",
since offset inks do not "pile up" as

gravure inks would from intaglio

printing, and the typeface of HELVETIA

and the numerals is filled rather than

"screened" as in the original.

Alfred Itel of Basel died in his 65th
year. Mr . Itel, known to readers of

the 58Z (official journal of the Swiss

Philatelic Society) as "Philargus", e

pen name he used to sign a regular
column "Hausse or Baisse?", later re-
placed by "Notes on the market condi-
tion" . His philatelic knowledge was
quite voluminous, but as with any other

forecasters he was not always on the

mark, something that drewoccasionaly

rather unjustified catcalls . After all,
there is nothing tougher in this world

than writing such a column for a
bunch of real and pseudo sharpshooters.

If you're right, it was easy, if you'

are wrong, everyone could have told you

In a departure from the norm in the past

you may have noticed that the design of

the new "Zodiac Sign " series includes

the year of issuance at the bottom cf

the stamp . For example the fish show

1982 and the lions carry a 1983 . - The

situation called for a special query
to the PTT as to whether these dates

would be changed in a second or subse-

quent printing or not . Well, the an-

swer is a firm "negative" as it is the

general practice to use for any

subsequent printings of series of longer
duration the original cylinders . Look

at all these disappointed faces . ..

Felix Ganz reports that for the ac-
ademic year of 1984-85, the Education-

al Fund of the Swiss Benevolent So-
ciety of Chicago will make available

again scholar awards for undergraduate

college students of Swiss descent . For

those interested please write to Felix
and ask him for an application form.

In addition to Chicago, both the New

York and San Francisco Swiss
Benevolent Societies run similar programs,

and I am sure you can find their resp.
addresses at the consulates.

Member Max Rheinberger

reports of yet another

attempt to defraud col-

lectors, this time with

an alteration of a used
Liechtenstein Z673 to a

used Z51B. The red overprint of the

former was carefully(?) removed and a
fake corner cancel applied over it to

camouflage the act . Obviously, the

temptation to turn a $1 catalog stamp
into a $1500 one is too great for some

people to resist . Common sense and good
judgement will save yod most of the time.

Member Robert Rainey donated the follow-
ing material to our library:
" Der Poststempelsammler", 9/1977-7/1982,
less 6/81, 3/62, 4/82 . AHPS thanks!
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Destination
"Ausland"

Orig.title: "Die Bearbeitung der Briefpost nach dem Ausland"

Written by : Jakob Himmelberger, Swiss PTT
Translated by : Henry Ratz

Courtesy PTT-Revue

As a result of the adaptation of the postal tariff of July 1, 1981 to the global
transportation of letters and cards by air without a surcharge, as well as the

elimination of the night flight Basel-Amsterdam, we were forced to realign our

handling of the mail to foreign destinations . The new workflow shall be described
hereafter:

Each day approximately 7,600,000 addressed pieces of letter mail and 4,100,000

newspapers and journals are forwarded in Switzerland . Of these figures, about
900,000 pieces are destined to be shipped outside the country . Two thirds of the
letters and cards are handed over to the PTT service after 5 p .m . and 90% of the
newspapers are received during the night . Although most letters, cards, and news-
papers can be delivered the following day within Switzerland, the foreign mail,

due to the distances, require more time.

The three categories

Among letter mail for foreign countries we distinguish the following three

categories : LC (lettres, cartes) = Letters and cards as well as airmail printed

matter. Jx (journaux) = Newspapers and journals . AO (autres objets) = Printed
matter, small parcels and braille writings.

The routing

In principle all LC is forwarded by air without a surcharge since July 1, 1981.
The same privileges of speedy shipping are not accorded to Jx and AO, unless the
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Stations in charge
of end operations and

dispatch to foreign

destinations often
prepare several pouches

for the same country,
depending on which

destination points are

approached by air or

rail.

the sender has paid the appropriate surcharge . Therefore, Jx and AO are routed
thru different channels, i .e . normally by surface or seaway, but in certain cases
also by air with specific flights in accordance with special arrangements made
with airlines.

The sorting

The sorting of "foreign" mail is structured so that LC and Jx are made ready to
be forwarded to a foreign destination at the latest one workday following the day
of mailing . The AO are handled on that day and dispatched on their journey by the
next possible connection.

Local postoffices

The local offices, depending on the number of pieces on hand, make up either
combo-bundles "Ausland" or specifically marked "country"-bundles . Sporadic for-
eign mail can be combined with transit-bundles or reroute-bundles or even with
the top bundle of the inland mail . The sorting according the lines of LC/Jx/AO
by local offices is desirable but really only practical when done by postal
stations at baling centers or foreign traffic centers.

Rail offices

The railpost separates the foreign mail from the above mentioned top and transit
bundles as well as those bundles marked "Ausland" . If the workload does not allow

the sorting of these combo-bundles they are directed unopened for further sor-
ting to the next letter dispatch station . Country-bundles are only opened by
specially designated railpost services and detailed-sorted . In individual cases
rail services are making up direct mail pouches for destinations in neighboring
countries.

Letter dispatch stations

These stations are sorting the foreign mail of their respective tributary area.

They forward the air shipments depending on the country of final destination to
the dispatch stations of Geneva, 8asel or Zürich ; the AO material to be shipped
by surface and seaway to stations like Buchs SG or Chiasso who handle the connec-
tions with the neighboring states . The routing schemes of the dispatch stations
are therefore synchronized with these exchange stations . For example the follow-
ing bundles are made up :
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If possible-	 postoffices
make single	 country bundles . ..

combo-bundles "Foreign".

Whenever possible, letter mail
dispatch offices make up direct-

destination bundles . ..

. . .or bundles for further hand-
ling by the sorting and ex-
change offices .

Examples

Flight con-

	

Sorting
nections to

Spanien

Madrid

	

Madrid ville
Madrid passes (26 Prov .)
Prov . Sevilla

Barcelona

	

Barcelona ville
Barcelona passes (10 Prov .)
Prov . Gerona

Valencia

	

Valencia passes (4 Prov .)

Palma

	

Palma de Mallorca passes
de Mallorca

	

(4 Inseln)

Malaga

	

Malaga passes (4 Prov .)

Las Palmas

	

Las Palmas passes (3 Inseln)

Santa Cruz

	

Santa Cruz de Tenerife passes
de Tenerife

	

(4 Inseln)

USA

New York

	

New York city

	

Pennsylvania
New York State

	

Ohio
New Jersey

	

Texas
Connecticut

	

New York AMF
(2 Staaten)

Washington

	

Washington DC (city) North Carolina
Florida

	

Georgia
Maryland

	

Washington AMF
Virginia

	

. (7 Staaten)
Los Angeles

	

Los Angeles city

	

Hawaii
San Francisco city Los Angeles AMF
Alaska

	

(2 Staaten)
Arizona

Chicago

	

Chicago city

	

Oregon
Illinois

	

Indiana
Wisconsin

	

Michigan
Missouri

	

Colorado
Minnesota

	

Utah
Washington State Chicago AMF

(11 Staaten)
Boston

	

Boston city

	

Boston AMF
Massachusetts

	

(3 Staaten)
Passes/AMF = Transit

Amsterdam ville, Amsterdam exp . : these bundles can
be bagged directly at the exchange station . Zürich
Dq Luftpost (USA) : this bundle does not need to be
pre-sorted in Zürich but can go direct into detail-
sorting . AO Chiasso sped (oltremare) : this bundle
goes directly into detail-sorting.

Letter dispatch stations with exchange duties

Those stations charged with the finalization and
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dispatch to the foreign countries are making up the

mail pouches for the countries they serve . The
shipments to those countries are arranged according

to the final destination points.

The Connections

Today we have on a daily basis several flight con-
nections available to most west european countries.
To other states to a lesser degree but at least one

a day or several weekly . Examples : Holland : Geneva

dept . 14.00 8 18 .50, Basel dept . 10 .15 & (via Zü-
rich) 27.00, Zürich dept . 08.10, 14 .30 & 19.30.

Canada: daily one connection from Geneva, Basel and

Zürich each . New Zealand: Tuesday-Saturday daily

from Geneva and Zürich . As demonstrated in the ex-

ample of Holland it is possible that under ideal

conditions mail posted in the morning could leave

our country the same day.

Col . LUDWIG PFYFFER
was born 1524 in

Luzern. He was the son

of wealthy parents and engaged in commerce . In
1553 he entered the service of the French Army
with his regiment of Swiss mercenaries becoming

quite famous for its discipline . Pfyffer was
well liked by his officers, many of whom paid

their own expenses to serve in his regiment . The

Swiss soldiers at that time were much in demand
- and there were plenty available - and during

the Huguenot war in France, which had its beginning

in 1562, the Swiss regiment, under the leadership
of Col. Pfyffer, was later credited and rewarded

for the rescue of King Charles IX in the battle
of Meaux on September 29, 1567.

Col . Pfyffer was also a member of the Small Coun-

cil of Luzern from 1554 on and was elected Chief
Magistrate in 1571 . He was known as one of

Switzerland's most prominent statesman and some-
times referred to as the "King of Switzerland".

He died in Luzern on

March 17, 1594.

Design : Karl Bickel.
Printer: Swiss PTT.

Issue : 96,582,000.
FO : January 15, 1941.

The same Swiss

Regiment, serving for
several hundred year:

under French kings,
was honored on anoth-

er Swiss stamp . ???

Rudy Schaelchli

TlDBITS

Some statistical data from

the 1982 annual report of
the Swiss PTT:

Total stamp production (de-

liveries to post offices):
825,000,000, of which about

37% were printed by Cour-
voisier SA in La Chaux-de-

Fonds and the balance by
PTT's own stamp printing

operation in Bern . These

figures represent an in-
crease of 3% over the pre-

vious year . Other increases
occurred in the following

areas : Vending machines of

the selectronic FRAMA type,

from 380 to 450 . Private

meter machines, from 19,519

to 20,153 . New issues sub-

scribers, from 186,500 to

193,100.

LIECHTENSTEIN's 1984 stamp

program shapes up as follows:

March 12 : Europa 84, 50 Rp .,

80 Rp. Paintings of Famous

Visitors to L . (part 3) 4 Rp .,

70 Rp., 80 Rp ., 1 Fr.
June 12: L. saga (The Downfall

of Trisona) 35, 50, BO Rp .;

Summer Olympics in LA, 70,
80 Rp ., 1 Fr.
Sept. 10: Man and Work 5, 10,

20, 35, 45, 50, 60, 70, BO
Rp ., 1 .-, 1 .20, 1 .50 Fr.
Dec. 10 : Christmas 35, 50,
80 Rp . ; Heirs to the Throne:
1 .70, 2.- Fr.

UNO-Geneva plans to release

the following new issues:

Feb .	 3: Int . conf. on World

Population 1.20 Fr.

March 15: FAO World Nutrition
Day 50 and BO Rp.

May 29: Culture and Nature

Inheritance of Mankind 50
Rp. and 1 .20 Fr.
Nov . 15 : World Year of the
Youth 70 Pp.

Who's Who ?
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This perpetual calendar, valid for all the years between the American Revolution and my first

Social Security check, is intended to keep you busy on a couple of rainy Sundays, going thru

your albums "watching the mail go by . . ." .



The New
Mobile
Postoffice

Text by R . Hilti
Photos by H . Studer

Translation by Henry Ratz

Courtesy PTT-Revue

There are 3868 post offices in Switzerland open all year round . Add to that 25
seasonal and 5 special offices . So we learn from the statistical handbook

published annually by the PTT . Not included in these figures are the mobile
offices, in use since a considerable time by now . Following the motto "If the
customer can't reach us, than we go and see him (or her)", the PTT sets up its

mobile offices at major exhibitions and fairs, at philatelic events, sports
competitions, conferences, and other major public events . The need for such
setups is well documented in the statistics : For all of last year ('82) during
the 200 open counter days of the three available mobile offices a total of

600,000 pieces of letter mail was handled and stamps worth 350,000 sFr . were sold.

A view from
the 'good old

days " shows

the fist
mobile office

from the

year 1937 at
the automobile

show in
Geneva.

Recently, a new mobile office left the body shop . It got its first exposure at
the National Two-day March in Bern (May 13&14) . The Service has therefore at

its disposal a total of 4 mobile offices with a corresponding number of trailers.
Depending on which model these mobile offices contain three to four customer

counters, a public phone booth and a vending machine . Since the mobile offices
are often used at important national and international events, with corresponding

special cancels, the philatelists are among the most loyal customers . The

assortment of items for sale, as-a consequence, is especially geared towards
that group . The offices are all equipped with a special cancellation machine

which allows the cancels to be centered perfectly (see separate article two
pages later in this issue - Ed .) . However, the services offered include the

acceptance of letter and card mail, and . if needed, of other shipments and
payments . The pictures give you an impression of the new mobile office as it

will present itself at future important events as "ambassador " of our enterprise.
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At counters

like these
30,000

,pieces of

letter mail

passed thru
last year

and about
175,000

worth of
stamps were

sold.

The latest version

of the APBs (Automobil-
postbüro) contains

one desk spot,
three customer counters,

and two cancellation
machine positions .

Besides

counters

you'll find
a public

phone booth,

mail chutes,

displays,
vending

machine, and
writing

facilities .
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A brief description of the Swiss cancelling machine for philatelic purposes.
Model PTT, FM 5 - 1 .065. Text and photos from the service manual . Courtesy PTT.

Well centered, please!

General : The cancelling machine, PTT model,

is a portable unit specially designed for
use by the philatelic offices, mobil offices,

and on special occasions.

Specific : Max . cancel diameter : 32 mm.

Pressure applied : 25-30 kg . Max. speed:
1 cancellation per second . Max . thick-

ness of item to be postmarked : 5 mm.

Operation : To obtain a perfect cancellation,

a pressure of 25 to 30 kg is necessary for

crowns having a diameter of up to 32 mm . In

cancelling by hand, this pressure is ob-

tained by the kinetic energy contained in

the striking hammer . The PTT cancelling

machine is electrically driven and the

necessary pressure is developed by a lever
mechanism. - To avoid the noise caused by

the impact of the crown the holder is slowed

down before it touches the item to be post-

marked, so that pressure is applied at com-
paratively low speed, and no impact results.
- Before each cancellation the plastic

crown passes over an inking roller . - The

cancellation is produced at the exact point

marked by the light circle . The centering
of four-stamp blocks or pairs is facilitated

by cross-hairs in the light circle .

Head of a metal hand
canceller with date and

time drum.

Adapter and plate holder

with plastic plate affixed.

The cancellation

process is started
by operating a

pedal, and the
control circuit is

designed so that

the machine stops
after each cancel-

lation even if the

pedal is not re-
leased . The number

of operations is

recorded by a
4-digit roller

counter.
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R EVI EWS
SPEZI (Spezialsammlungen Schweiz) ; fascicle two : "I collect
Plate Flaws and Retouches of the Courvoisier Roto/Photo
Stamps of 1940 to 1950").
P . Meier & T . Diggelmann ; Briefmarken zum Bäumhlin, Freie
Strasse 93, 4001 Basel, Switzerland . 72 pages . About $6.
from the publishers, by seamail . -- 1983.

The multilithed, medium-sized publication treats in greatest
detail the famous flaws that occurred on almost all Courvoi-
sier roto (some call it photo gravure) issues in the decade
of 1940-50 because of minimal damage to glass plate screens
at the printers . Since it was war time, according to the au-
thors, these foreign made screens could not be changed, and
as a result the famous (and long catalogued) "Y " flaw reoc-
curred on almost all issues for a decade ; and because of the
screens ' positioning (at random) that flaw occurs in four
different directions . All stamps known to date with this
particular flaw are listed -- WITH position on the sheet and
most often with an illustration for easier reference.

But in addition to the "Y" flaw (and its eventual retouch)
the glass plates also developed other flaws (actually scrat-
ches) which are now treated here in detail under the names
of plate flaw "banana","vertical or horizontal line " , "halo" ,
morse-code 0 " , "morse-code B", "serpent ."

Although the text is exclusively in German, a specialist col-
lector will be enormously helped by this little book . In ad-
dition to the "Courvoisier flaws" of 1940-50 there are a few
other flaws (and new discoveries of such) discussed.

As soon as fascicle one (and fascicle three which is
expected to be published in spring, 1984) will reach us, a discus-
sion of those contents also will be presented in TELL

. FG

LA FRANCHISE DE PORT, by Philippe Maffei ; a reprint from the
1923 Annual PTT book, produced by and available from Walter
Eigenmann, Weinbergstrasse 63, 8802 Kilchberg ZH (Switz .).
24 pages . Price unknown.

If you specialize in franchise stamps and/or free frank mail
then this little reprint might be of considerable interest
to you . A postal historian might be delighted to see
treated the apparent history of free frank mail from the Roman
Empire through World War I . Concerning Switzerland there
are pretty detailed references to that aspect of the mails
during the old confederacy, the French occupation years,
the mediation period and finally the regulations imposed by
the federal postal act of 1849 and its modifications, at
last leading up to the reasons why franchise stamps
were issued to eleemosynary institutions in 1911 (and to hospitals
some years later) .

	

FG

Will someone please help me for a couple of hours and write
out and type a detailed index for the year 1983 contents of

TELL . I would need it by February 20 for inclusion in the

March/April issue
.

	

Your editor .
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THE NEW MACHINE CANCELLATION HANDBOOK IS NOWAVAILABLE

Information just received advises of the availability of the
new (1983) machine cancellation catalogue and handbook of
all Swiss machine date strikes (crowns) and mute, PP and
slogan cancellations (flags and similar items).

The Swiss Cancellation Society has been assembling facts and
comparing dates, discoveries and prior possible errata for
several years (the last catalogue/handbook, sponsored by the
Swiss PTT, appeared in 1967, with updates through 1973-74, as
well as a priced catalogue issued in 1970) . And now the 600
or more pages are at last available to collectors of this
cancellation specialty, incorporating latest information and
discoveries.

The two volumes (not available separately) will cost SFr . 50.
plus postage . The work is available from the following ad-
dress :

Poststempelsammlerverein, Postfach 372
CH-2540 GRENCHEN 1(Switzerland).

Interested parties are requested NOT to send money at this
time . They will be billed by invoice (which will include the
amount of postage for the requested mode of delivery:seamail
or (quite costlier) airmail . However, if you are NOT a mem-
ber of the Swiss cancellation collectors society, it might
be advisable to advise the sellers, together with your order,
that you are a member of AHPS (give membership number), that
you have read of this new handbook in TELL and that you will
remit your indebtedness rapidly, after receipt of bill and/
or books . -- Also be advised at this time that US personal
checks usually necessitate a fat cashing surcharge of about
$7 . in most countries abroad (which would have to be added).

The remarkably low price for this gigantic "almost last word"
on the machine cancellations of Switzerland has been made
possible by a very substantial grant from the Swiss Fund for
Philately.

We hope to be able to report before too long on two other
major update catalogues on Swiss philately : the 1984 Postal
Stationery Catalogue, and the long announced, but not yet
available second edition of the Perfin Handbook .

	

F .Ganz

I have some nice material to show you regarding the 1871 military free frank label . But
before I do that I weld like to do some more reading . The Zumstein Spezialkatalog ( ' 82
edition), p .756, under footnote ') mentions a work published privately in 1955 covering
this issue . Has anyone of you a copy of this publication an I could borrow it for a few
days?

	

Your editor.

NEW SWISS INLAND POSTAL RATES AS OF MARCH 1, 1984.

Printed matter, first weight steps 35 cts . (up from 20 cts .)
Postal cards, postcards, and letters : 50 cts . (up from 40)
Inland registration fee, Fr .1 .20 (up from 70 cts .)
Special delivery fee, Fr .4 .00 (up from Fr .3 .)
Basic parcel charge ; Fr.1. (up from 50 cts .)

Foreign rates will remain unchanged except for the higher
registration and special delivery fees.
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THE HISTORY OF METER MACHINE CANCELS

Compiled by Heiner Dürst

Translated by Henry Ratz

It might come as a surprise to laymen to learn that the beginnings of the
meter cancels go back to the turn of the century . Handcancels incorpora-

ting value figures, however, were in existence before that, like for exam-
ple those from Württemberg since 1889 . These were mainly used by the posts

for postage paid in cash of mass-mailings . The urge to mechanize must have
existed already then to push for the development of a machine that would
eliminate forever the bothersome and time-consuming licking and applying of

postage stamps . In pursuing this goal the thought of making such a machine
available not just for the post offices but also to private firms and gov-

ernment offices surfaced early.

For a clear understanding, two basic points have to be defined here : First,

the following article deals exclusively with meter machine cancels and

second, the term "Freistempel " (franco) is assumed, meaning the cancel al-

ways incorporates a value figure of a given postage paid amount . Handcancels

with or without (often handwritten) indication of postage which have been
around since pre-philatelic times, are not included in this study.

Germany 1900

The oldest, documented proposal for the construction and use of a "Recording
Cancelling Device for the Production of a Safety Imprint that would Replace
Postage Stamps and Similar Items" dates back to January 9, 1900 ; when Joseph
Baumann of Berlin submitted it to the Imperial Patent Office . The patent
was issued and published on January 23, 1902 under the #127510 . From the plans
submitted it is evident that Baumann had in mind a machine that would serve
both the post offices as well as the larger public . It is also interesting to
note that already in this oldest patent the term "Franco cancelling device "

was included . Judging by the designs submitted for his patent the
gismo should have been able to function well . The fact is, the machine or
its concept found no fertile ground at the Reichspost and was never heard
from again . Likewise, no imprints of this device are known to exist.

Norway 1900

The inventor of the first postally used franco canceller was Chr. A.Kahrs from
Norway. His device actually was a vending machine, similar to the ones we
called today "coin franco cancellers " . After the insertion of a coin, a letter
slid in another opening in the machine was cancelled with an imprint bearing
the corresponding amount and then pulled and dropped into an adjacent box.
(This type of coin-operated franco canceller can therefore not be compared
with our latest achievement, the selectronic vending machines .) The most
amazing part of this first born though was the fact that after the box was
emptied by a mail clerk he would proceed applying regular postage stamps
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over the machine cancel and obliterate those with his regular handcanceller. The
machine cancel, therefore, must have been considered strictly as an internal
type of receipt and by itself was not valid as postage . Thus
the justification for the utilization of this machine was
restricted to after-office hours and to hours of heavy traffic.
Kahrs ' device was in use at the main post office of Christiania
(todays Oslo) from 8 .24. to 9 .14 .1900 . An imprint of this
coin meter cancel is shown at right . The abbreviation "Chra . "
apparently stands for Christiania . Two values could be obtained : a 5 öre
(green ink) and a 10 öre (red ink) . Due to the fact that the cancels
were covered up with postage stamps they remained undetected for some time.

Norway 1901

On April 1st, 1901 Norway ' s postal administration witnessed the demon-
stration of a new meter canceller, submitted by the German firm of Mix &
Genest, and which generated cancels of about 22 x 22 mm, again in 5 and
10 öre values . It is assumed at this point that this firm tried to sell
their machine first to the Reichspost but, like Baumann, got nowhere and

hearing about the pioneer-spirited Norwegians made the treck northwards.
It is further assumed that the Norwegian decision makers were not impressed
with the meter as there is no further record of any continuos business with
that firm . A few very poor but non-reproducible imprints are known.

Norway 1903

Karl Uchermann was the inventor of the next meter canceller put to use
in Norway, built by Krag-Maskinfabrik of Christiania (Krag and their meter
cancellers are still in business today) . The cancel, shown
at right, demonstrates good taste for the time period . Here
too, two values of 5 and 10 öre were scheduled, of which
the latter is known to exist in essay form only . A total
of seven meters were installed for testing purposes of
which four were located at four different post offices in
Christiania and three ended up wit private firms . First
day was June 15, 1903 . Most of them were retrieved already
after a few months, with the last one to 'go on January 2,
1905 . These franco cancels this time were only obliterated
with the town cancel, postage stamps were no longer applied over them . After
all these not-. so-,positive trials nothing is further known from Norway until

the final installation of well-tested meters in 1926, among which the Swiss-
made Hasler could be found.

USA 1903

Co-founded in 1902 by Arthur H . Pitney the Pitney-Postal-Machine Company
(todays world-renowned Pitney-Bowes) submitted to the US postal authorities
their first meter franking machine in March of 1903 . The machine was designed

and built by Eugen A . Rummler. A decision to test the meter was made and
from November 24, 1903 till March of the following year all outgoing mail
originating with the Third Assistant Postmaster General was franked with
the help of this test meter . Since this was mail of official use only the
imprint of the cancel did not contain a value figure . Instead, a consecutive
numbering system was used . Thus, an essential part was missing to be con-
sidered as franco meter cancel by todays standards, however, we can classify
it among the first "postage exempt cancels" . Although the tests proved
conclusive nothing was further done with any meters till the year 1912.

Württemberg 1903

Still an independent German State at that time, Württemberg came up with an

idea to equip its then still brand new so-called "endless elongated
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machine cancels " with round date cancels which would also show in their

lower portion the value of the postage paid . The first machine of this type

was installed in Stuttgart in 1903 and carried STUTTGART Nr.1 (see copy below).

Between two round date cancels one could find seven broken or uninterrupted
lines . The postage amounts in the lower half originally were mostly for 2, 3,
5, or 10 Pf . but later, during the inflation period, went as high as 1200 M .,

and even later figures due to lack of space were replaced with "paid franco "

or "postage paid" . Only at the end of the inflation, starting in 1924, would
they reintroduce value figures.

New Zealand 1904

New Zealand (abbr . N .Z.) is recognized by meter cancel collectors as the true

pioneer in franco meters and that because once they started testing N .Z . never

stop and concluded things on a grand scale . Ernest Moss of Christchurch N .Z.

got his first postage meter patented in 1904, and it would be manufactured by
the Automatic Franking Machine Co . (N.Z.) Ltd . Its design principle was

similar to the one of Norway, i .e . it was a coin-operated canceller
which struck a letter, slid in a slot, with a round (double circle)

black cancel after insertion of a l-penny coin . The machine
allowed the imprint of only one value and this franking was trea-
ted like a stamp of equal value and obliterated accordingly.

The only machine of this type (in a sense the prototype) was in
use for two weeks in the lobby of the main post office of Christchurch and
thereafter during a period of three weeks in Wellington, and that in the
first half of 1904 . After that short period it was retrieved as a result of
misuse by the public which had found a way to frank their mail by using
wrong coins or even simple metal discs . First day was marked down as March

31, 1904.

On July 7, 1904, but evidently only for a few days, a similar
machine of unknown origin was installed for test purposes in

Dunedin N .Z . The cancel was a double oval, as shown here . From
this machine only one First Day shipment is known to exist.

New Zealand 1905

The bad experiences encountered with such a machine on public display led the
inventor Moss to the construction of a modified model, to be used by large
firms only . In place of the former penny coins this new model had to be fed
by gold Sovereigns (l L) . Once dropped in, all kinds of mail could be franked
until the full amount was reached where the machine would block until the

next sovereign was inserted.

Of this meter canceller a model "Moss 2" was put in service in 1905 which
could handle two values, i .e. ½ and 1 penny, applied with the help of rubber
stamps . The design was similar to the one from 1904, except that the diameter
of the circles were 19 .5 and 11 .5 mm instead of the former 21 and 13 mm.

The ink used was black and only one machine was in service . It is assumed that
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because the simplistic cancel design could easily be imitated the machine
was retired early.

New Zealand 1906

1906 saw the introduction of an improved model "Moss 3" , produced by the
Automatic Stamping Company of Christchurch . The working principles were the

same with the exception that the impression of the cancel was accomplished
with the help of a ink ribbon . The cancel imprint varied from the earlier by
a slightly different type arrangement.

This model could print seven different values as for each denom-
ination a separate clichée was available, i .e . for ½, l, 2, 3,
4, 5, and 6 pence . The impression again was in black . The
diameter of the two circles were 19 and 11 mm . About 40 machines
of that type were in use.

New Zealand 1907

The fact that these machines at times contained a fair amount of gold sove-
reigns before the postal employees could empty them attracted the attention

of amateur and professional thieves. In any event, the postal administration

did not hesitate long to put into effect a new proposal by Moss to build
a new series of machines that would work on the basis of "credit " . With these

machines all postage amounts used during a given week by the user would be
mechanically added by a counting device and the total amount due collected
by a postal clerk at the end of this period, a system that is, for example,
still in use today in Switzerland . This new model, known as
"Moss-A" , could handle five levels of postage and could use
green as well as black ink . A few of these meters were
equipped with the same cancel clichées as in 1906 but with

a circle diameter of 18 and 10 mm . Others had single circle

cancels which at the same time and for the first time also
carried the town name . We know of the values ½ , l, 3, 6 pence and 1 shilling.

New Zealand 1908

The model "Moss-B" introduced during 1908 incorporated for the first time
the possibility to print a different design for each value . Here again, the

imprint was accomplished with an ink ribbon in black (with one exception
known in green) . A model "Moss-C" with high values found a use in the accoun-

ting of taxes and invoices, all of non-postal significance . The revenuers

might find them appealing though.

Bavaria 1910

Justifiably or not, the earlier-named J . Baumann is credited with the inven-

tion of the Bavarian franco cancel . Fact is, that the machine introduced
in 1910 by the Bavarian Posts was not identical to the one of 1900 . It is
conceivable that the design was based on his earlier attempts . In any event,
Bavaria introduced on February l, 1910 the franking of mass mailings on a
non-(individual)cash basis . To that end they employed a cancelling machine
of the long type by Sylbe & Pondorf, Gössnitz which included a round value
cancel inbetween two town cancels.

Ink color first was green, but later complemented by red and black . All types
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of values exist, from 3 to 5000 Pfg as well as from 20 to 200 Mk . Cancels

are also known that simply carried a money designation like Pfg orMk, with

the actual value being absent . At a later date, around the changeover from

the Bavarian Post to the Reichspost, the round value frame was replaced by
the well-known octagonal frame.

(To be continued <whether you like it or not> .)

-REVENUES
A FISCAL POSTALLY USED?

At first glance it might appear that the Canton Aargau revenue issue of
1886 was used to pay part of the first class postage on this letter . As you

cas see in Figure #2 on the next page, it is a summons to appear before the
Justice of Peace of the town of Kaiserstuhl on Monday, April 8, 1889. The
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10 Centimes fee was apparently payable before it was returned to the Justice
of Peace . The summons concerns a sum of 50 Swiss Francs plus interest due.
Can anyone add to the information given here?

From our Revenue Study Group's " The Revenue Philatelist",
Vol .3, No .1.
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POSTMARKS

Discontinued

1030 Mex VD,
as of Nov.27, 1983

Parcel acceptance

station: Brittern-
matte, as of Jan.

16,1984.

Transformation

Accountable rural

office into postal
acceptance station,

6671 Niva (Valle-

maggia TI), as of
Dec. 1, 1983 .
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Material supplied by a member who would like to stay anonymous.

As promised at an earlier date, here is a follow-up on the Specimen
overprint article on page 169 . Shown are some of the officials mentioned and

a whole batch of others not described in the article but which can be found
in the Zumstein Spezialkatalog, mainly pages 107-8 and 749-53.
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AC
The VSPV (Verband Schweizerischer Philatelisten-
vereine or Union of Swiss Philatelistic Societies)
has accepted AHPS as a member society . Members
of AHPS can now become a member of the VSPV at-
your option . The major benefit is receiving 11
issues of the SBZ (Swiss Philatelic Journal)
annually . Although written in German and French,
the pictures and a little work with a dictionary
make it very interesting and worthwhile . Also the
ads give you a good indication of offer and cur-
rent market condition of Swiss philately . Being

a member of the VSPV also makes it easier to
exhibit in their shows (see the article on

Regiophil XVI in TELL 12/1983.

The fee for a one-year membership (including the
journal shipped by surface mail) is $9 .50 . Ralph
Soderberg has volunteered to be our representa-
tive to the VSPV and for the first year at least,
will collect and forward the $9 .50 from those
wishing to take advantage of this opportunity.

The time for membership renewal coincides with
ours at AHPS, so now is the time to join or wait
till next year . The deadline for sending in your
check is February 29, 1984.

When requesting membership and sending the fee
made out to Ralph Soderberg -- VSPV, please type
(or write in block letters) name and address de-
sired in similar format to the address label on
TELL, or enclose such a label directly, so Ralph
does not have to type up all these names.

Send to : Ralph Soderberg -- VSPV
20160 Mack Avenue
Grosse Pointe MI 48236 RS

ADVERTISEMENTS

In case you have not no-

ticed yet let me point
out that we could use
a lot more advertising.
in TELL. What ' s the
matter with us? Don ' t
we represent any

purchasing power? 500
members strong and all

the support we get
from US dealers is a
meager two ¼ pages for
a whole year!!!!!!!!!
Something is wrong . ..

Here are the rates for
1984 . Please do your
part and let your

friendly dealer or
auction house know
about AHPS and TELL.

¼	 ½ Full
page page page

lx

	

$9

	

$15

	

$25

3x

	

$45

	

$75

	

$130

6x

	

$75

	

$125 $200

Send all ad copy (

camera-ready) and check
for AHPS to Henry Ratz,
Editor TELL, POB 21,
Fiddletown CA 95629.

MINI ADS '

Another feature of
TELL that's grossly
underutilized. There
got to be something
you need for your
collection . Or you might
have too many of one
thing or are think-
ing of retiring
from collecting . Or
you might want to
make contact with
some other member
just for a friendly
chat . Give it a shot!
Each member gets four

lines free per year,
and thereafter the

per-line cost is only
50 cents . Cheap!!!
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MARKET PLACE

ARE	 AUCTIONS 	 IN	 EUROPE IN	 FOR CHANGE	 ?

Receiving "prices realized" lists from a variety of European
auction houses that insist on preset minimum bids, and then
add to lots a 12 to 18% buyer's surcharge, a lotting fee,
and sundry other charges, one cannot -- after perusing such
lists of lots sold -- shake the somewhat pleasant feeling
that the sellers ' market -- with vestpocket to bank safe-
size speculators already out for a year -- has ground to a
pretty screeching halt . Why? Well, the percentage of
unsold lots is getting markedly higher, and if out of 2500
lots (in a recent auction) less than 1500 are sold, one must
believe that the auction market place seems overstocked with
overpriced merchandise.
This really is the cue, because in auctions without minimum
bid announcements the percentage of unsold lots is minimal.
Another interesting byproduct of the sagging auction sales
is the reappearance of so-called "net price sales," engi -
neered by these very same auction houses (and suppliers of
lots) who probably want to unload -- at their price -- all
the lots they got stuck with after buying them at inflated
prices in their own or at other auction sales:
Wouldn ' t it be wonderful to see en end to those "closed so-
ciety" minimum bid auctions where sellers try to milk as much
from their hoards as their greedy minds can imagine? Let us
hope that all these rigged auctions will disappear -- once
and for all.
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